Silchester Gallery
Museum Trail
Do you know Silchester’s original Roman name? Unscramble the letters to find the answer!
Clues can be found as you walk around the gallery.

B A E E C A T R A L T L U M V A

________________
Turn left to enter the
As you enter the gallery, there is a
small horse in the right cabinet
case.
What is it made of?

GOLD

SILVER

Roman Kitchen
The Romans used different fragrant herbs and spices in
cooking, many of which we still use today.
Unscramble the letters to find out their names.

BRONZE
LCIRGA

NCMUI

HMETY

_____________

_____________

_____________

NNNCIMAO

____________________

RENDIORCA

____________________

The Romans used different types of pottery. For archaeologists, they tell how old a site is and who
lived there.
Can you find any red pottery? What is it called?

Head to the town model and turn over the page
Illustrations from the British Library

You’ve found the famous Silchester Eagle!

‘Ello! The eagle
has landed!

Where were they found? And what do you
think they were made for?

Silchester was an important crossroads town in
Roman Britain, with direct trading routes to
cities such as London and Bath.
How many large gate entrances can you count?

THREE

FOUR

FIVE

Turn left to find the Roman Dining Room, where the floor is covered in a mosaic. A mosaic is made of
small tiles called tessera and they form shapes and images.
Design and name your own mosaic below!

____________________________________________________________________________________________

Walk up the ramp to find the Roman Baths and turn over the page
Illustrations from the British Library

What did the Romans do in a Tepidarium?





Have a cold bath
Have a warm bath

Now walk down the ramp,
turn left and enter the
Roman Religion nook

Have a shower

The Romans worshipped different Gods across the empire such as the
statue of Serapis, the Greco-Egyptian god of fertility and the afterlife.
When found, what was his head used for?

Exit and turn right to find the Roman
alphabet opposite the altar stone

The Romans are known for square capital inscriptions. However they commonly used cursive, a
casual form of handwriting, for everyday tasks such as writing letters and teaching Latin.

Try writing your name using the Calleva alphabet!

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

Well done! You finished the trail!
Illustrations from the British Library

